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Action cameras capture video data from the 1st-person viewpoint of the wearer. Such data is especially useful when conducting research in real-world environments, when

participants are engaged in complex hands-on tasks, when collecting naturalistic observational data, and/or when using a phenomenological methodology. The details of

using an action camera for data collection are described herein with practical tips for implementation.
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Use of Action Cameras in Society
Action cameras are small, rugged cameras typically used in outdoor settings,

such as for extreme sports and backcountry adventures. They have also popularly

been used to document other experiences such as music concerts and can be

retrofitted to serve as dashcams. Image stabilization technology provides smooth

clarity to videos which would otherwise appear shaky and chaotic when shot with

traditional video camcorders. While their technological power has grown

considerably in recent years, pricing has also increasingly become competitively

affordable.

Key Take-Aways

Considerations for Implementation
Action cameras can provide

researchers with a participant’s 1st-person

perspective, thus enabling collection of

unique data. Specific pros/cons should

be considered in determining whether

using an action camera is an appropriate

avenue for a project.

Essential Materials
Action cameras offer researchers a convenient way to gather insightful 1st-

person data about participants’ experiences in complex environments, especially

regarding participants’ execution of hands-on tasks. Use of this technology can

enable unique naturalistic observational data to support phenomenological

investigations. Please feel free to contact the researcher for more information and

support in enacting this technology.

*At time of purchase and not including shipping or taxes

Additional accessories pictured above are not listed here.

Downgrading Image Quality

The camera’s image quality is excellent but

leads to enormous video files. For MAXQDA to

be able to open the videos for data analysis, they

had to first be converted to a lower resolution.

Software: Xmedia Recode 3.5.4.5. 64bit (free)

Initial specs: set camera settings manually

• ~18 min. FAT32 H.265 (HEVC) clips (overall

video is automatically segmented by camera

to limit file size – transitions are seamless)

• ~3.72 GB / ~18 min.

• .mov at 3840x2160 4K (16:9)

• 30 frames/sec & ~30,000 kbps bitrate

• Video only – audio disabled for this project

(but audio capabilities are present in camera)

Converted specs:

• ~190 MB / ~18 min.

• HTML5 .mp4 at 1280x720 HD

• 30 frames/sec & ~1,500 kbps bitrate

• Mux fast start streaming

• Video only – no audio

Converted videos are slightly grainier than the

extremely clear original recordings. Tiny details

& small lettering may be harder to read, but

interpretability is otherwise unchanged.

Use of Action Cameras in Literature
Whereas cameras in general have been extensively used in the literature for

decades, action cameras have been implemented far less frequently than traditional

camcorders or tripod cameras. Action cameras have recently been used to gather

data to prompt participant reflections during retrospective interviews about students’

actions in the chemistry teaching laboratory; an action camera was substituted into

the study when stationary cameras were found to collect incomplete video of

students’ actions.1 Action cameras have also been documented for use by

instructors to capture high-quality video of laboratory demonstrations.2

• 1st-person visual and/or audio data

• Implicitly follows direction of eyes

• Excellent view of hands’ activities

when working in front of the body

• Easily worn on the head or chest

using commercial body mounts

• Enables camera to move around

with participant

• Enables participant to move around

organically

• Suitable for filming intricate hands-

on tasks

• Lower footprint than tripod camera

• Researcher can remain in an

unobtrusive location nearby

• Researcher cannot control direction

of viewing range

• Cannot explicitly see where eyes go,

only where head/body is pointed

• Camera may need periodic

adjustments due to angle slippage

from participant’s movements

• Not suitable for filming most other

body language or facial expressions

• Immediately noticed by other people

and may be viewed hesitantly

• Consent may be required for

everyone in the general vicinity

• Researcher must remain on-hand to

monitor video feed and batteries

Pros Cons

High Resolution Image Stabilization Technology Captures 1st-Person Viewpoint

Converted image is grainier.Image Capture:

• Highly effective at capturing images of hands-on tasks at lab bench

• Angled down, so often avoids capturing full faces of people who are

similar or taller in height than the wearer (consent still required)

Hat Wearability:

• Worn backwards for 2-hour slots (bill over neck; band on forehead)

• No discomfort reported by wearers as long as soft padding is added

to the plastic hat band (the adjustable segment)

• Extra screw & washer added to frame of mount to increase structure

• Camera gets warm in case but is not felt by wearer & cools quickly

Use in Field:

• Battery lasts ~1 hr & charges slowly (> 1 hr)

• Connects wirelessly to phone as second screen, so researcher can

remotely & unobtrusively stop/start (included watch only stops)

• Video feed to phone falters if in separate room, but recording on

camera is unaffected & continues to save locally

Item
Price 

(USD)*

Akaso v50 Pro SE Standard action 

camera (includes protective case, two 

batteries, remote control watch, and other 

mounting accessories) from Akaso

$135

ActionHat mount (includes internal frame) 

from Amazon
$40

SanDisk Extreme microSD USH-I 128 GB 

memory card from Western Digital
$26

Carry case for camera & accessories from 

Amazon
$25


